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00. Management summary
The explosion in urban growth presents many opportunities and challenges to our environment and
to our food systems. Many cities are looking for ways to feed themselves sustainably and to create
a liveable and healthy environment for urban dwellers. To support these developments and explore
the potential of urban farming, WUR initiated the Urban Greenhouse Challenge. This unique global
challenge is held every two years.
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Who organizes the Urban Greenhouse
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Challenge?
The Urban Greenhouse Challenge is organized by

Opportunities for the partners

Wageningen University and Research in collaboration
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supported by Soapbox.

Contact
If you are interested in becoming a partner or if you
have any questions after reading this document,
please contact Joost de Bruijn to schedule a
appointment at your location.
Joost de Bruijn

Rio Pals

Account Manager

Manager Student

joost@urbangreenhousechallenge.nl

Challenges WUR

31 (0) 6 2827 7012

rio.pals@wur.nl
31 (0) 6 4458 4392

“

“You can really push yourself to establish a concept that is going to
be your business card for future employers and also you can learn a
lot about yourself and how you work in a team.”
- Loes Mellink, winner Urban Greenhouse Challenge 2018

